SDG Title of Solidarity Capital
Introduction:
Based on studies related to 'Solidarity Capitalism', the Embassy institute of the climate, introduces in the
capital market a new mechanism of voluntary, legitimate and innovative capacity to encourage 1st Sector
(corporate) to contribute to the financing of the Sustainable Development of nations, meeting accumulated
demands in the 3rd Sector (institutional), this may completely deter the 2nd Sector (Governments).
Standards impact of the ODS Title of Solidary Capital:
Companies, Governments and People, bump into me some traditional bureaucracies that inhibit all
innovative capitalist vision of voluntary market opportunities capable of contributing to the sustainable
development of nations, and achieve the SDG by 2030, through this universe of market opportunities, the
Embassy Institute of Climate, has developed documentary credit derivative instrument; 'SDG Title of
Solidary Capital', which brings a safe and clear solution to companies, governments and people to
transform this “capitalist vision” into a “Humanist action”, through spontaneous compensation by
investing into capital gains.
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Operationalization of the SDG Title of Solidary Capital:
The SDG Title of Solidary Capital baseline is based on the best practices that organizations, foundations,
diverse associations, and local authorities adopt their activities to help to build a sustainable, inclusive and
resilient world. Appropriate rules, standards and rules provide a common language and guidance of these
good practices to integrate business management in the first moment to identify investments and decisionmaking – keeping an eye on the positive and negative effects on people and the planet. They are based on
existing high-level principles and provide context for the issuance of the SDG Title of Solidary Capital,
which proves structural demands, including certification, qualification, accreditation, and exposure of
impact reports, made available as a good voluntary and freely available public.
Structuration of the SDG Title of Solidary Capital:
ODS Title of Solidary Capital, most known as investment in concurrency capital gains, is a transferable
documentary credit derivative intended for the capital market and in general, voluntary institutional
initiative of a claimant as 'Issuer Seller' proven initial purpose of allocating Social and Environmental

Solidarity Investment does not reimbursable, traded directly on the market with discount in the form of a
allocation of resources which, on the other hand, will promote an increase in assets for the 'Investor
Solidarity’, to the modus of 'capital gain by spontaneous compensation'. The ''Selling Issuer” of this
'ODS Title of Solidary Capital', has sold this documentary credit by means of the specific and definitive
nominal transfer contract in name of capitalist buyer in the common market by unit price of USD1.00
(One Dollar) for each security sold, granting this buyer (Investor Solidarity Investor) a discount of 75%
equivalent to the capital gain, and will do so by paying 25% cash corresponding to the price sold, and that
amount must be deposited into a bank account controlled as a non-reimbursable Fund, released under the
disbursement of the project demanded by the 'Seller Issuer'.
The 'Investor's Solidary Investor' (buyer) may at any time declare in his book of accounting the total in
matrix volume in 'SDG Title of Solidary Capital, (acquired) as well as, may dismember on behalf of third
parties several securities derived from this matrix volume – transformed debentures, REPO or Nominal
Shares, and to launch on the Stock Exchange market (primary, secondary market) or in the parallel market,
under its full debt liability that occur, completely exempting the 'Seller Issuer'.
The ODS Title of Solidary Capital, represents a documentary title issued with total transparency and
legitimacy of the application of private securities under verisimilitude the rules required by the Securities
Act of 1933 (law governing securities) and Securities Exchange Act of 19342 (capital market law) also
before the laws of protection against fraud, false and misleading statements, and/or the lack of disclosure
of relevant information, which are naturally applied in the jurisdictions of the EU, UAE, MERCOSUR,
and other of the whole world.
Therefore, the 'SDG Title of Solidary Capital’, characterizes a mercantile investment arrangement for
the innovative corporate strategic solidary capitalism in order to contribute to the Objectives of sustainable
development of nations, and which is intended to create Socio-environmental funds non-refundable,
committed to responsibly promoting the general use of said resources on sustainable development impacts
in the areas of job creation and income, urban services, health, education, sports, justice, indigenous
community, protection of Primary Forests and Biodiversity, among other areas linked to the 17 Objectives
of Sustainable development.
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